
Finalist Best Teaching with ICT – Primary

Name: Nick Leith
School: Casebrook Intermediate School, Christchurch
Name of ICT activity: Persuasive writing using Wikispaces and Blogger

1. What is the Teaching with ICT activity that you want to be considered for the award?
Persuasive writing and advertising for an authentic audience using Wikispaces and Blogger.
www.aroomfiveutopia.wikispaces.com

2. Why did you choose to use this activity?
In Room 5, a Year 8 class, we have been studying how societies operate as part of an inquiry into the
forming our own 'Utopias'. The students investigated how NZ was formed, the treaty, and our
society in 2014. The we investigated the 'less successful' ones that have made an impact on history
such as Nazi Germany and Communism in Russia. We had a visit from police to talk about law and
order and looked at the efforts to rebuild chch in creative and innovative ways through a visit to the
city. We also investigaed the new sub-divisions being created in Chch and world wide and how they
attract people to buy property in their communities.
Creating a website felt like the most engaging and useful context to encourage the creative and
critical thinking required to persuade an audience to live in a new society. Websites enabled the
each inquiry group to pull together web tools and use the design process to create and refine their
final product efficeiently and then promote them to busy parents and teachers via email and our
own class blog.

3. How did you implement and use this activity?
The students created their own wikis and blogs to 'sell' their Utopia (individual group choice).  We
housed the links on a wiki that included a google form to enable parents, teachers and other
students to cast their vote for their favourite utopia. Results were fed back to the students and they
advertised theor websites in the school newsletter and on our school webpage.

4. What outcomes has it achieved for you and your class?
I found the language was rich and the creativity involved amazing. Not only did the majority of the
groups pull together to create amazing socieites, they also loved the ownership they had of the site
and the fact they could work on them at home. One student even made her own one at home
because she loved the project so much.
The students overwhelingly enjoyed the context to write and the peer influence on the quality of the
writing was a real benefit. The learned how to create on the web, modify HTML code and identify
what pulls in viewers in relation to design. Please follow the link below and then click on the flags to
visit the various utopian societies formed. www.aroomfiveutopia.wikispaces.com
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